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A Tale of Two Projects





Session Overview

• Overview	of	the	Math	Forum	
• Introduction	to	EnCoMPASS	

Analysis	and	Discussion	
• Introduction	to	Virtual	Math	Teams	

Analysis	and	Discussion	
• Discussion	and	Next	Steps	



• Online	resource	portal	and	community	for	mathematics	
education	since	1992	
• Evolved	to	include	a	variety	of	services	and	communities	
• Signature	Service:	Problems	of	the	Week	(PoWs)	—	
Online	Mentored	Problem	Solving	Environment	
- Open-middle	and	Open-ended	tasks	
- Online	Submission		
-Mentoring	
- Approving 



• PoWs	have	been	generative		
• Norms/Practices	at	the	core	of	resultant	projects	and	
initiatives	
- Taking	student	ideas	seriously		
- Valuing	students	as	mathematical	thinkers	with	ideas	
- “Doing	mathematics	together”		(communication	and	
collaboration)	
- Teaching	as	data-driven	inquiry	
- Learners	are	learners	(symmetric	PD)	
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Problems of the Week
Studies have shown participation in the PoWs 
resulted in significant gains…
For Students:  

• Problem Solving, Mathematical Practices and Student 
Autonomy (Renninger, Farra, Feldman-Riordan, 2000) 

For Pre-Service Teachers (OMP):  
• Analyze student work (noticing), Provide 

mathematically-rich feedback (as opposed to stock 
praise) (Ray & Renninger, 2006; Renninger, Ray, Luft, & Newton, 2006)
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Practices and Priorities 
at the Math Forum
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Interesting and Grounded in Best Practices… 
What actually enabled the successes? 



Culture and Practices 
of the Math Forum

Professional Practices
• Taking student ideas seriously  
• Professional Noticing: attending, interpreting, deciding 
• Teaching as data-driven inquiry: conjecture; test; revise 

Culture/Norms
• Valuing students as mathematical thinkers with ideas 
• “Doing mathematics together”  

  communication and collaboration
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Culture and Practices 
of the Math Forum

“I Notice, I wonder”
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The EnCoMPASS Project
Goals

• Provide a broader entry-point for engaging with and 
participating in the Math Forum practices  
and effective use of the PoWs 

• Support the emergence of an online community that 
supports and sustains these practices 
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Conjectured PD Model
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EnCoMPASS as a Boundary Object
• Legitimacy in each of the communities



                     Environment
Development of this boundary object

• Use cases and features were co-created by project 
staff and teachers 

• To purposefully provide structure and support for 
assessment (formative & summative) and instructional 
planning that is centered around productive 
mathematical and pedagogical practices 

• The environment is interactive, personalizable and 
collaborative
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                     Environment
Goal directed:

• The goal of this boundary object is to support professional 
practices. In particular, noticing and develop capacity to 
attend to student thinking, interpreting via wondering and 
use that to decide how to respond to students.   

• The environment relies on attending to actual elements in 
students work, or evidence, to make claims and 
categorize student thinking and responses 

• Productive Disruption of traditional teaching practices: 
answer oriented assessment, procedural focused 
pedagogy, and associating speed with good thinking
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Demo of Environment
• Selecting (Noticing) and Commenting 
• Organizing Noticing 
• Feedback to Students 
• Collaboration



                      Tool
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                      Tool
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                      Tool
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                      Tool
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                      Tool
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EnCoMPASS Use Cases
Planning for Instruction Orchestrating Discussion 

• Looking at and organizing archived student work to plan for instruction planning 
• Identify misconceptions, misunderstandings and unique interpretations and 

solution strategies 
• Front-load the five practices 

Formative Assessment 
• Quickly explore and organize student homework or classwork 

Facilitating Student-led learning
• Sharing comments/folders/categories/comments/feedback 

Crafting and Sharing “Good” Feedback
• Workspaces and folders can be public and have direct links 

Professional Development
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Look at Data
The Task: Area of a Rhombus (#3627)

A rhombus has an angle measure of 120 degrees, and its longer 
diagonal has a length of 12 centimeters. Find the area of the rhombus. 

Extra: A rhombus has an angle measure of 60 degrees and an area of 
32. What is its edgelength?
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Look at Data
What do you Notice? What do you Wonder?
For Discussion…
1. What are the Professional Development benefits and 
challenges for 

• taking learner’s work and thinking seriously thinking  
• the features of EnCoMPASS 
• the online nature of the environment(s) 

2. What are the benefits and challenges of professional 
development that has these activities and practices at the core 

• Iterative; Symmetric PD
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Discussion
EnCoMPASS Conjectures and Questions

• Is the EnCoMPASS tool a boundary object? 
• Emerging Results:  

- a focus on how students’ written work helps teachers focus 
on what students are thinking and doing 

- collaboration around students’ work, in various forms, allows 
teachers reflect on their own thinking of mathematics and 
mathematics instruction 

- ability for student thinking not to be “binary” is significant 
- teachers explicit about how this work affected practice 
- more efficient feedback was “hook” but ultimately not driver
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For more information
• http://mathforum.org/encompass



Computer-Supported Math Discourse 
Among Teachers and Students

Arthur B. Powell, Rutgers University 
Stephen Weimar, The Math Forum @ NCTM



Context for Virtual Math Teams

• Research situated in an online math education community, The Math 
Forum 

• A focus on learners’ mathematical thinking:  

• The development of mathematical practices 

• Understanding the development of group cognition  

• Facilitating the role of mathematical practices in learning math 

• What do computer-supported and networked environments bring to this 
focus? 

• What supports help teachers facilitate productive mathematical interaction 
in an online multi-user dynamic mathematics environment?
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The Teacher PD Courses

• Epistemic tools: noticing, meaning, wondering  

• Productive mathematical discourse (Mercer and Sam) 

• Collaborative norms (one reading followed by a discussion about 
norms) 

• Review their work (every other week) 

• Mathematical practices 

• Accountable talk 

• Pedagogical issues: Technology in classroom  

• Implementation 
• Five phases to develop a plan 

• Support in the spring 
• Discussions with other teachers 
• Sharing experiences 





Student Data

• Constructed figures 

• Dragged vigorously 

• Teacher monitors and intervenes (lines 16, 23 - 24, and 
32, 46, and 49) 

• Lens 
• Teacher facilitation of group learning 

• Looking closely at mathematical thinking 

• Epistemic tools (noticing,	meaning,	wondering	)



Look at Data

What do you Notice? What do you 
Wonder?



Look at Data

1. What are the Professional Development benefits and 
challenges for 

• taking learner’s work and thinking seriously thinking  
• the features of VMT 
• the online nature of the environment(s) 

2. What are the benefits and challenges of professional 
development that has these activities and practices at 
the core 

• Iterative; Symmetric PD











Connections

• What	did	you	notice	across	those	two	experiences?		
• What	commonalities	or	differences?	
• Next	steps	for	similar	research	projects/questions	
• Taking	Student	Thinking	Seriously	
• Relationship	of	Research	to	Data	Generation	
• Affordances/Challenges	of	Online/Distributed	
• Collaboration/Community	
• Symmetric	PD



Thank You



Discussion 

• Thoughts about the use of online technologies for 
facilitating the development of mathematical thinking. 

• Thoughts about focusing on collaborative group 
learning and the group as the unit of analysis. 

• How to enable and support teachers to work well in 
these sorts of contexts. 

• Connections between these two projects 

• Future research directions and collaborations


